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Study on the influence of Enterprise Micro
Behavior on the Safety of Iron and Steel
Industry in China

Weida He, Yao Fu & Rong Hao
An Information Hiding Scheme in Wavelet
Domain using Chaos Dynamics

Based on the perspective of corporate governance, this paper establishes a fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation model to empirically evaluate the impact of corporate
behaviour on the safety of China's iron and steel industry, the results show that:
From 2005 to 2011, the security situation of the iron and steel industry showed a
trend of low to high, then decrease and then rise again; The competition degree of
the upstream market is contrary to other indicators, and the effect on industrial
safety is decreased
In this paper an information hiding scheme in images has been proposed in
transform domain using four point Daubechies Wavelet where Horizontal,
Vertical and diagonal coefficients of the transformed matrix are used to embed
the secret information which itself scrambled using cross coupled chaotic map
with 3.5bpB payload. Transformation coefficients are prehandled through
multiplying by π to overcome loss of precession. Embedded matrix is adjusted
prior to reverse transformation to obtain optimal change in the embedded images
which follows the inverse transformation to produce the embedded image in
spatial domain. The results obtained are compared with existing techniques which
shows better performance of the proposed scheme in terms of payload and quality
of embedded image.
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Evaluation and Ranking of Criteria
Affecting the Supplier’s Performance of a
Heavy Industry by Fuzzy AHP Method

K D Prashanth,
Dhanalakshmi

P

Parthiban

&

Heavy Industry is an industry that involves one or more characteristics such as
Large and Heavy Products; Large or Heavy Equipment and facilities; or Complex
and Numerous Processes. Outsourcing in heavy industry sector has gained a
strategic importance in order to survive in the cost and quality conscious
environment. In order to meet the customer demand promptly, any industry must
have a healthy and competent supplier base. The purpose of this paper is to
evaluate and rank the criteria affecting the performance of the suppliers of a
Heavy Industry (BHEL, Tiruchirappalli) by using Multi Criteria Decision Making
Tool (MCDM) – Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). The Criteria and
Sub Criteria affecting the supplier performance have been decided by a team of
experts from the industry and through literature study. AHP derives the relative
weights of the criteria using pairwise comparison between criteria in a
hierarchical system. It also provides a clear picture to the industry about the
importance of various factors affecting the performance of the suppliers. This
research helps the industry and its suppliers to identify the factors in which they
need to strengthen in order to improve their performance.
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Multi-objective Optimization of Resistance
Spot Welding of AISI 409M Ferritic
Stainless Steel

Resistance spot welding is a widely used sheet metal joining process in
automobile and rail car manufacturing industries. One of the most important
quality characteristics of a spot welded joint is its tensile shear strength, as it is
crucial in improving the crashworthiness of the vehicle. Amount of indentation
made by the electrode on the surface of the sheet during spot welding, is another
quality characteristic that needs to be minimized, to improve the surface finish
and aesthetic value. Ensuring maximum strength of the spot weld joint, while
keeping indentation at the minimum level is one of the major challenges in spot
welding. In this work, multi-objective Taguchi method has been applied for
optimization of various input parameters in resistance spot welding of AISI 409M
ferritic stainless steel sheets, to maximize the tensile shear strength of the weld
joint and minimize the surface indentation simultaneously. Furthermore, a linear
response surface model has been developed to correlate tensile shear strength and
indentation values with process parameters. The optimum values of control
parameters were 11.5 KA for current, 14 cycles for weld time and 3.5 KN for
electrode force. Current was found to be the most influential parameter affecting
tensile shear strength and indentation. Results of the optimization process were
validated by confirmation test.
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Radiation Performance of Log Periodic
Koch Fractal Antenna Array with Different
Materials and Thickness

A frequency independent Printed Log Periodic Dipole antenna (PLPDA) with and
without fractals for different materials and thickness is proposed for UWB
applications. The impedance bandwidth of PLPD without fractal for FR4 of
4.71GHz to 9.99GHz. Similarly, for the RT/Duroid, the impedance bandwidth of
3.09GHz to 12.13GHz with VSWR less than two is achieved. The radiation
patterns for different combinations are also observed to be an end-fire radiation
pattern. In this paper, the first iteration is proposed, the parametric and
performance observations are also made for different thickness (63mil, 62mil,
and 31mil) of the dielectric substrate. Antennas are fabricated, and its
performance is authenticated using vector network analyzer (E5071C) to carry
out return loss and VSWR measurements. The obtained results are insensible
agreement with the theoretical results.
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282

Evaluation of Wear Behaviour for Al/B4C/Fly
Ash Composites by Stir Casting Process

In this study, the wear behaviors of aluminum matrix composites Al 6082 matrix
reinforced with Boron carbide and Fly ash particles using Taguchi method were
evaluated. Wear tests of unreinforced aluminum alloy and Al/5%B4C and
Al/5%Flyash particles reinforced composites were carried out. The stir casting method
was used to manufacture the aluminum and its composites. The wear tests were
carried out at the sliding speeds of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 m/s with loads of 15, 30, 45 N.
Type of the material, Sliding speed, Applied load are the input parameters and Specific
wear rate is the output parameter for the conditions tested. Taguchi technique was
applied for optimizing the selected composites. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) has
been used to determine the significance of design parameters influencing the response.
The influence of these parameters on the response has been evaluated using Signal to
Noise (SN) ratio analysis. The experimental results proposed optimal combination of
parameters which give the minimum specific wear rate. The microstructure
examination was also done using Scanning electron microscope to assess the uniform
distribution of reinforcement in aluminum composites.
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Data Prediction of Optical Head Tracking
using Self Healing Neural Model for Head
Mounted Display

293

Rice Husk Gasification in a Two-Stage
Reactor: Effect of K2CO3 on H2/CO Ratio in
Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Tar
Cracking

Helmet Mounted Display (HMD) is an essential part in field of avionics. It is worn by
the pilot to sight the external environment along with synchronized view of the
important parameters of the airplane on its visor. To achieve the perfect synchronized
view on the visor of HMD, the coordinates of the external environment and the
coordinates of the pilot’s head motion should be in proper synchronization. To acquire
the coordinates of the pilot’s head motion, the head tracking process is involved. Head
tracking can be done using different tracking techniques such as Optical tracking,
Magnetic tracking or Inertial tracking. In this paper, a six-degrees-of-freedom (6-DoF)
optical tracker (TrackIRTM) was used to record the coordinates of the pilot’s head
motion in real time on the simulator bed. During the process of acquisition of the
coordinates of head movement by optical tracker, the data may get missed due to stray
light interference or any other kind of occlusion. To predict the missing data Self
Healing Neural Model (SHNM) was applied. More than 88% of accuracy was
achieved in prediction of three different sets of missing data. Results were also
compared with Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN).

A Kataria, S Ghosh & V Karar
The objective of this work was to investigate the use of catalyst to enhance H2/CO
ratio and syngas production during homogeneous and heterogeneous tar cracking of
rice husk biomass. The experiments were performed at atmospheric pressure in
indirectly heated two-stage gasification system. The pyrolysis chamber temperature
was set at 500oC and that of gasification chamber was varied between 800oC and
900oC for different experimental runs. Homogeneous and heterogeneous gasification
was performed at different operating conditions. Results obtained shows that catalyst
helped in increasing H2/CO ratio and heterogeneous gasification showed better results
than homogeneous gasification.
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An Approach to Identify Sterol Entities from
Abrus Precatorius’s Seeds by GC-MS

Sterols are most important compounds in living organisms and it is found in
unsaponifiable fraction of plant. The objective of this investigation was to identify the
chemical constituents of the seeds of Abrus Precatorius. A plant used for medicinal
purpose in folklore. Petroleum ether extract of the seeds was used for this study.
Saponifiable fraction and unsaponifiable fractions were separated. Compounds
extracted in di-ethyl ether and separated using column chromatography. Stigmasterol,
gamma sitosterol, campesterol were identified from the seeds by using gradient
elution. The eluted chemical compounds were analysed by GC-MS. The present
analysis revealed that seeds of Abrus Precatorius contain three sterols compound.
Principal themes of the study were to highlight the development and application of
chromatographic techniques for the detection of the sterols compounds by single
injection which will be used for natural product and pharmaceutical industries.
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